SUDBURY DISTRICT

Scale: 40 Chains = 1 inch

MOSES Tp. M. 1204

SHIBANANING Tp. M. 1202

WEEKS (Tp. 119)

M. 1203

ONTARIO
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

S. R. O.
WITHDRAWN FROM STANING.

(See Adjacent Land Roll)

RESERVATION - CONSTRUCTED

SHIBANANING Tp. M. 1202

SAND & GRAVEL at all unpaved mining claims in the Township, reserved to the Crown

(stub)
SUDBURY DISTRICT

Scale: 40 Chains:1inch

MOSES Tp. M.1204

SHIBANANING Tp. M.1202

BLANKET QUARRY PERMIT #90551 COVERS PART OF WEEKS TWP.

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING BRANCH

DATE OF ISSUE
Aug 31 1971

M.1203

BIGELOW

MANDAMIN Tp. M.1206

SOUTH HALF OF TOWNSHIP
WITHDRAWN FROM STAKING
Sec.43 of Maine Act (1850) 9/7/22
Sec.47 of Maine Act (1850) 9/7/22
Village Act 1865

SHIBANANING Tp. M.1202

Sand & Gravel on all unpatented mining claims
in this Township, reserved to the Crown.
SUDBURY DISTRICT

Scale: 40 Chains=1 Inch.

MOSES Tp. M. 1204

RESERVED 

SAND & GRIT on all unplanted mining claims

in this Township, reserved to the Owner.